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26,000 miles 
to cross 

three oceans 
against the clock

More than 100 days 
for the most 

inhospitable seas 
on the planet.

Around the world 
sailing alone, 

without stops or 
assistance

Vendée Globe 2020

NEXT EDITION 8 NOVEMBER, 2020
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Cape Leeuwin

Cape Horn

Les Sables d’Olonne

Cape of Good Hope

The Everest of sailing
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The Vendée Globe is a sailing race around 
the world, alone, without stops and without 
assistance. 

The test has its origin in the legendary Sunday 
Times Golden Globe Race, held in 1968. Of the 
nine participants, only one finished. 

Fifty years later, La Vendée Globe is still 
considered the most prestigious challenge for 
lovers of solo sailing. 

The difficulty of this regatta makes it 
accessible only to the most prepared 
sailors, capable of competing in extreme 
conditions for more than three months. 

Globe is held every four years. Departure 
and arrival take place in the beautiful port of 
Les Sables-d’Olonne, in the French region of 
Vendée.

The Vendée Globe

The most prestigious 
challenge of ocean sailing.
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Videos viewed: 

25 million
Dailymotion

41 million
Facebook

5 million
Youtube

Media Reach  
2016 Edition

10 million
TV tracking audience

87 million
visits to 
the regatta website

5 million
visits in the live web 
tracking of the output

2,25 million
village and
 exit visitors

600 K 
media references 
(Tour de France: 
980k)

13 million 
million visits on Live 
connections during 
the race

650 million 
million with access 
to the average race 
server

343 million
pages consulted 
(incl. Mobile App) 
average of the regatta

1270 hours 
of TV, distributed 

in 190 countries
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The Didac Costa project presents the Vendée 
Globe 2020 as an opportunity to inspire sea 
lovers to commit to sustainability and social 
inclusion - especially young people. 

For this, we have the remarkable support 
of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission of UNESCO (IOC-UNESCO) that 
has offered us the opportunity to be the flagship 
of its campaign “One Planet, One Ocean.” 

As ambassadors of the initiative, we will lead by 
example, inviting researchers to use the ship as 
a scientific platform for several oceanographic 
monitoring projects. 

We will also conduct educational activities with 
various groups - including students in vocational 
training, underprivileged groups and people 
with diverse abilities.

One Planet 
One Ocean:  
An innovative 
project
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SUSTAINABILITY
We will improve our knowledge of 
the oceans through research and 
technological innovation.

SOCIAL INCLUSION 
Through public events and educational 
activities, we will approach the sea to 
groups that often do not have access to 
the nautical world. 

LEADERSHIP 
The objective of the project is to 
demonstrate how to put these values   
into practice and help everyone who 
wants to join our initiative.

BARCELONA
We are proud to be able to develop
the project in Barcelona and we want 
promote the values and the prestigious 
city’s nautical tradition at the 
international.



Sailing is a clean and healthy sport, which is why 
it lends itself to transmitting positive values   such 
as sustainability and inclusion. 

The visibility of the race can be used to increase 
the notoriety of the sponsors and demonstrate 
their commitment to the values   of “One Planet, 
One Ocean.”

SPORTS EXCELLENCE 
Communicate 

the values   of the illusion 
and the desire 
to overcome.

EXPAND KNOWLEDGE
Promote R&D and 

scientific dissemination 
about our oceans.

SOCIAL INCLUSION 
Make the ocean sailing 
something close that 

a wide variety of people 
can enjoy.

MADE IN BARCELONA 
Show all the talent 

and resources 
of this coastal city.

The home of the project.

Highlight the importance 
of INNOVATION and 

explore the future 
of nautical. 
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Values:
Compete 
with cause
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Didac combines years of experience 
in offshore sailing and is famed for his 
calmness and an indefatigable illusion.

Didac is one of the most active oceanic naviga-
tors of its generation. In 2016, this combination 
of talent and perseverance led him to become 
the second Spaniard, in 25 years, to finish the 
Vendée Globe. 

His project had to overcome numerous 
difficulties - including lack of funds and a 
lightning strike that damaged the electrical 
components of the boat. Still, Didac finished the 
race in fourteenth position

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS:  
· 2016: 14th Vendée Globe 
· 2015: 4th Barcelona World Race 

 · At 38, this firefighter from Barcelona 
  is the national reference in ocean  
  navigation. 
 
 · After finishing the last Vendée Globe, 
  Didac has secured its place in the 
  2020 edition, in which 35 other teams 
  participate.

Didac Costa:
The Skipper

 · In 2021, Didac will become 
  the first Spanish to finish 
  the Vendée Globe twice.  
 
 · 10 years accumulating achievements.  
  Including the Atlantic solo: Mini Transat,  
  and the round-the-world double-han- 
  ded race: Barcelona World Race.
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Media Coverage
VG 2016 Contents        

TV
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Media Coverage
VG 2016 Contents           

NATIONAL PRESS COVERAGE
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Media Coverage
VG 2016 Contents       

INTERNATIONAL PRESS OUTREACH
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Josep Costa Fäh 
Team Manager

Juan Álvarez de Lara
Chief Partnerships Officer

Laura Secorún
Chief Communication Officer

Josep is a captain and portman with three 
decades of experience in the maritime 
industry. Through its company, Global Marine 
Consultants, he puts this knowledge at the 
service of nautical contractors. He is the 
founder of People & Sea, a philanthropic 
institution that provides educational and 
professional opportunities in the nautical field 
to disadvantaged people. He speaks Spanish, 
English, Catalan and Swiss German.

In addition to being an avid navigator, Juan 
has over 20 years of experience in the business 
management, leading transformative projects 
and raising capital. He is the founder and CEO 
of Seed & Click, an expert firm in connecting 
innovative startups with corporates and 
investors. He is also co-chairman of EBAN 
Impact Investing Committee. He speaks 
Spanish, English, French and Catalan.

Laura Secorún is the founder of ONA, an 
innovative communication agency specializing 
in the maritime sector. Laura has a decade of 
experience working as a journalist in more than 
20 countries for media such as the New York 
Times, The Guardian and Foreign Policy. She 
also produced the television program on the 
sea, Thalassa. She speaks Spanish, English, 
French, Italian and Catalan.

The Team: A shared challenge



Communication 
strategy: 
Share the adventure
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The oceanic sail presents great opportunities 
at the media level. The Vendée Globe is not 
only visually spectacular, but it has a powerful 
narrative. Didac’s adventure is a very apt 
metaphor for transmitting the values   of “One 
Planet. One Ocean ”to the public.

The calendar is also advantageous. The race 
lasts three months and the project starts a year 
earlier, which offers many occasions to create 
content and generate interest from the media. 
 

FOCUS ON SOCIAL NETWORKS 
Quality content, daily, on Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter. Interaction through lives-treams, 
challenges and Q&A with Didac.

POWERFUL VISUAL CONTENT 
YouTube series, photographic exhibition, book, 
virtual reality experience with 360 ° video (inside 
the boat) and live broadcasts before during and 
after the regatta

PRESS PROMOTION 
Direct connection with dozens of local and 
international journalists. Regular press releases, 
media area on the web with access to a 
complete media kit.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENTS 
Weekly articles on the blog and exclusive 
offers for subscribers of the newsletter and the 
community of partners - such as prizes, raffles 
and opportunities to attend events. 

SUSTAINABLE MERCHANDISING 
Design of eco-friendly products including 
clothes, tote bags and recycled bracelets.  
 

MEMORABLE EVENTS 
Talks, workshops and press conferences in 
Barcelona,   Sables d’Olonne and other locations.

14VENDÉE GLOBE 2020
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MAR -JUN 2020
Preparation 

Training

OCTOBER 2020
 Presalida, Village

DECEMBER 2020
Regatta

FEBRUARY 2021
Sailing Around Spain

JUL -SEP 2020
Pre Regatta 

Training

NOVIEMBER 2020
 Departure Around the 

World

JANUARY 2021
Arrival

 Around the World

MARCH 2021
End of project

Communication strategy
Regatta plan
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Chronology Content
TV Press Radio RRSS

GENERAL SPORTS GENERAL SPORTS

1. Pre-announcement Vendée Globe: sailing around the world.

2. VG20 project 
     announcement

News of new project, sponsor, team, boat, objectives, etc.

Didac Costa: Trajectory, History VG16.

3. Presentation 
     of the project

Event with the presence of: sponsor, skipper and boat

Official start of the project.

4. Boat preparation
The ship: how is it? How do you prepare?

How’s its power? How are the sails?

5. The team
Presentation, functions.

The day to day of the team

6. Skipper preparation

How do you prepare? How do you train?

Follow-up preparation and training: 

Physical and technical preparation, meteo, strategy, sleep, etc.

7. Other events
Acts, visits sponsor / public preparation boat. 

You visit public figures, other athletes.

8. Final preparation work
Boat launch

Ship image

Programming of an offshore sailing regatta.
This is inferred from the impact and scope

that the project had during the 2016 edition in a variety of media.

Content Proposal
2020 Edition. 1st Phase         
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Chronology Content
TV Press Radio RRSS

GENERAL SPORTS GENERAL SPORTS

9. Start navigation
First outings, taking pictures

Explain the ship sailing:
Changing sails, maneuvering, eating, sleeping, etc.

10. Training Training: solo navigation

11. Other outings / Events

Navigation with guests, sponsors

Visits to cities or places of interest (sponsor)

1. Rounding of Spain, capitals, etc.

2. Visiting relevant cities for the sponsor

3. Visiting places of interest for the sponsor

Events with the sponsor: talks, presentations.

12. Pre-regatta

Last preparation before departure.

1. Transfer to France

2. Arrival to Regatta Village

3. Pre-departure Press Conference

4. Last days on land

Programming of an offshore sailing regatta.
This is inferred from the impact and scope

that the project had during the 2016 edition in a variety of media.

Content Proposal
2020 Edition. 2nd Phase         
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Chronology Content
TV Press Radio RRSS

GENERAL SPORTS GENERAL SPORTS

13. Departure

Live departure tracking:
Creation of exclusive content.

Ordinary tracking,
2 posts / connections per week:

14. Regatta: Follow Up

- Sports situation

- Experiences

- Others

Specific publications:

Ecuador Pass - Cape Good Hope - Cape Lewin

Christmas- New Year’s Eve - Cape Horn -
Ecuador Pass - (arrival approach)

15. Regatta: Arrival
Arrival tracking.

Livestream of the press conference.

16. Project Closure Sailing around Spain. Visiting cities of interest
to the sponsor. Event to close the project

Programming of an offshore sailing regatta.
This is inferred from the impact and scope

that the project had during the 2016 edition in a variety of media.

Content Proposal
2020 Edition. 3rd Phase         
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· CCC Forecast and analysis according to data project Didac Costa Vendée Globe 2016.

TV

National and local

NEWS    EXPOSURE REACH

- Home News
- Project presentation
- Week before Start
- Start
- New Year and Christmas news
- Cape Horn Passing
- Day before arrival
- Arrival
- Arrival and return to Spain

25
min. 

7
million

                                            PRESS

 News: full page    EXPOSURE REACH

- Project presentation
- Exit
- Regatta
- Arrival

4
Pg. x medium.

5
million

 News: medium/small format 

Events / news during the
regatta, passage of oceans, 
facts. Notable, arrivals, 
abandonments etc

20
news

2
million

 Sports Media: 3 double page reports + Web

- Project presentation
- Start
- Half race / Cape Horn
- Arrival
- Interview

5
Pg. x medium.

3
million

Sports TV reports

SUBJECT    EXPOSURE REACH

- Preparation and start of the project
- Pre-race Regatta
- Arrival of the Regatta

100 
min. 

4
million

Media Impact Plan 
VG 2020          
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SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORM REACH

FACEBOOK
- Project Start
- Bi-monthly monitoring of the project
- VG pre-presentation press conference
- Bi-weekly race preparation from
  3 months before departure
- Weekly publication + Paso Ecuador,     
  Christmas, Cape Horn, Ecuador and 
  pre-arrival
- Arrival publication

500000
visits and interactions

INSTAGRAM
- Weekly posts during preparation
- Bi-weekly publication during the regatta

120000
visits and interactions

TWITTER
- Weekly posts during preparation
- Bi-weekly publication during the regatta

50000
visits and interactions

WEB
PLATFORM REACH

WEB
- Publish the information of the project, 
  meeting point for sponsors,  
  philosophy of the team and resources

40000
visits and interactions

RADIO
 News: National Reach                            REACH

- Pre-departure, departure and arrival
- Live connections during the race:
  Christmas and Cape Horn
- Arrival

1,5
million

RADIO: REGIONAL / LOCAL

- Special reports
- Interviews

1
million

Media Impact Plan 
VG 2020          



Collaboration Proposal
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Exclusive Naming of the boat 
“Naming Sponsor” + “One Planet, One Ocean” IOC-UNESCO on the 
mainsail, boat hull, spinnaker, genoa, including company colors.

Option without “One Planet, One Ocean” or with a secondary name.

Exclusive naming of the boat on all technical clothing 
and streetwear during public appearances.

Exclusive event to ‘baptize’ the boat Participation and its 
participation in the Vendée Globe 2020 - regatta with departure 
8/11/2020 from Sables d’Olonne (France).

Sponsoring extension to Volvo Ocean Race, Jacques Vabre 2021.

Masterclass initiation to sailing.

Be part of the scientific and educational program to inspire 
the public, particularly the youth and differently abled people. 

Exclusive meeting with top UNESCO officials.

Exclusive dinner with Didac and the board of directors, 
employees or clients.

Two exclusive video conferences during the Vendée Globe. 

Exclusive availability of the boat for 20 days.

Co-design of the Hospitality Program Strategy:  
Ad-hoc activities such as team building, motivational speeches to the 
management team, tours with clients, regattas with employees or clients, 
VIP of Vendée Globe on departure, gala for a charity of choice people in 
need and other events at the Village of Sables d’Olonne.

SPONSOR ‘EXCLUSIVE NAMING’

1.000.000€ Subject to tax exemption
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Co-naming of the boat with another sponsor (non competitor): 
“Naming Sponsor 1” + “Naming Sponsor 2” “One Planet, One Ocean” IOC-
UNESCO on the mainsail, boat hull, spinnaker, genoa. 

Meeting with top UNESCO officials.

Participation in the Vendée Globe 2020 - regatta with departure 
8/11/2020 from Sables d’Olonne (France).

Participation in preparation regattas: 
New York Sables d’Olonne, 06/16/2020.

Sponsoring extension to Volvo Ocean Race, Jacques Vabre 2021.

Exclusive boat co-naming on technical clothing and streetwear 
during public appearances.  

One exclusive video conference during the Vendée Globe. 

Exclusive availability of the boat for 10 days.

Exclusive dinner with Dídac and the board of directors, 
employees or clients. 

Be part of the scientific and educational program to inspire 
the public, particularly the youth and differently abled people. 

Masterclass initiation to sailing. 

SPONSOR ‘CO NAMING’

500.000€

Collaboration Proposal

Subject to tax exemption
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Sponsor name on aft boat or boom or roof or cockpit. 

Participation in the Vendée Globe 2020 - regatta with departure 
8/11/2020 from Sables d’Olonne (France).

Be part of the scientific and educational program to inspire 
the public, particularly the youth and differently abled people.

Two days of exclusive availability of the boat. 

Photo with branding of the sponsor at departure, arrival 
and passage through Cape Horn (if possible)

Public appreciation messages on all platforms: 
website, social networks and banner over the hull. 

Private boat tour, selfies with Didac Costa 
and team t-shirt signing session.

Be part of the scientific and educational program to inspire 
the public, particularly the youth and differently abled people.

Masterclass initiation to sailing. 

Exclusive dinner with Dídac and the board of directors, 
employees or clients. Masterclass initiation to sailing.

SPONSOR ‘PERFORMANCE’ SPONSOR ‘PATRON’

100.000€ 5.000€ - 50.000€

Collaboration Proposal

Subject to tax exemptionSubject to tax exemption



Contact:
Juan Álvarez de Lara
partners@didaccosta.com
+34 676 64 04 37


